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domed aluminium Hoop frame
(H) 1.88m x (W) 1.2M x (L) 4.5M

contents

4
17
4
4
4
6

Aluminium hoop
aluminium tube 1.5m
aluminium tube 1.2m
Joiner tee
joiner cross
Upright tube clip

STEP 3: Insert the four hoops on each intersection of
the frame.

1.5m

For a tight fit apply some pressure when fitting the
clips and joiners into the aluminium. A mallet is
usually required.
(Please note) if due heavy forecast of snow please
remove the cover beforehand.
This does not come with a door, you just need to
remove a few clips and pegs to gain entrance from any
side you wish.

1.5m
1.2m

1.5m

STEP 4: Use the upright tube clips in both ends of
the last 3 1.5m poles to create support bars which
connects all the hoops together.

STEP 5: Place the cover over the top of the cage leaving
equal netting down either side. Pull the netting taught
and use the steel pegs to peg the netting down into the
soil. Use the pipe clips provided to fasten the netting
to the tubing.

1.5m

STEP 2: Insert the 8 x 1.5m poles into the bottom of
the joiners to create the 8 legs. Push the legs into the
ground 300mm.

1.5m

1.5m

STEP 1: Take 10 tubes and lay them out in three
squares side by side sharing the center poles. Using
the 1.5m poles for the length, and 1.2m poles for the
width. Insert the joiners (tees) into the four corners,
and four crosses in the centre.

1 cover
50 Black hoop clips 19mm
36 Steel pegs

1.5m

ASSEMBLY PROCESS Base

Please Note: A mallet is usually
required to tap the joiners into the
tubes. Please ensure the joiners are
fully submerged into the aluminium.

